Minute of Exercise:

Who would make report? (NPYM representatives to FWCC).

Would the administration of the fund, including the advertising for contributions, be the responsibility of the FWCC representatives. (Policies and procedures will include these duties)

This is necessary but not sufficient. The representatives of FCNL and other groups need support.

Small word smithing here--first recommendation might say 'among Friends' so as to avoid discussions re defining what branches are. (did not understand charge to mean travel to FGC, AFSC and such and our report defined what we meant by "branches" of Friends)

Appreciate the flexibility. can the policies and procedures include the duty to report back to the body.

Disappointed that the Committee will be laid down. This work is a good start. I would like to see some thought and discernment about how what is learned might inform our faith and practice.

Rather than not lay down the committee I'd rather see an evaluation of how this is working in three years.

Friends who share concern re being more pro-active re additional efforts in this discussion meet among themselves to talk about pursuing that.

The Minute of Exercise was approved as complete and faithful to the sense of the questions, comments and concerns from the plenary floor